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SEE THE DRAGONS 
BEAT THE COBBERS! 
YEA DRAGONS! THE MlSTlC REMEMBER! HOMECOMING NOVEMBER 8! 
VOL. XVIII MOORHEAD STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Moorhead, Minnesota, Oct. 10, 1930 
NO. 5 
YEARBOOK RATED From Egyptian Pharoahs to the Prince 
AS FIRST CLASS: of Wales, Dragon Is Symbol of Power 
1 9 3 0  B O O K ,  P U B L I S H E D  I N  J U N E ,  
W O R K  O F  S T A F F  H E A D E D  
B Y  R A C H A E L  S T O W E  
First class honor rating among sen 
ior colleges and universities of its size 
is the decision of the National Scho­
lastic Press Association on the 1930 
Praeceptor,'yearbook of the College 
issued last June, according to the 
scorebook received this week by Mr. 
Murray, faculty adviser. Ratings on 
other college yearbooks will not be 
out until the November number of the 
Scholastic Editor. 
Rachael Stowe, now teaching at 
Madison, S. D„ Teachers College, was 
editor-in-chief of the 1930 book. Sec 
tional editors were: Ruth Veden, Wa 
dena, features; Thelma Husband, now 
teaching at Wheaton, organizations 
Mae Olson, now teaching at Leaf 
Mountain, .activities: William Steven 
son, M. S. T. C., athletics; and Beat­
rice Thomas, album. Gordon Grina 
M. S. T. C„ was advertising manager 
and Richard Lowry. M. S. T. C., busi 
ness manager. 
The contests have five ratings: All 
American, first class honors, second 
class honors, third class honors, and 
fourth class, no honors. Factors tak 
en into consideration include plan of 
the book and theme, administration 
and faculty, album and classes, organ 
izations, activities, school life, editing 
and make-up, mechanical considera 
tions, and financial status. 
P h a s e s  C o m m e n d e d .  
Among the things which were com 
mended in the 1930 Praeceptor were 
administration and faculty, album and 
classes, activities, organisations, in 
troductory section, borders, panel de 
signs, feature picture panels, cover, 
typography, paper, and engraving. 
Some of the points criticised, part 
of which were the fault of the staff 
and part perhaps beyond their con 
trol, were few juniors and seniors pic 
tured in the book, views not named 
faculty heads not uniform in size, 
some snapshots not clear, baseball 
record not complete (?), a few pages 
without illustrations. 
Plans are now going forward for 
the 1931 book following meetings of 
the staff this week with Elvira Town 
send, editor-in-chief. Dorothy Rieb 
hof of Detroit Lakes was named 
theme art editor and Florence Ren 
ner of Pelican Rapids, feature art edi­
tor, at the meeting Monday. A new-
camera has been purchased for tak 
ing pictures. 
DRAGON IS DRAWN 
BY ART STUDENTS 
Flaming crimson, symbolizing pow 
er, bravery, and fighting spirit, the 
Dragon is getting ready to ride forth 
into the world in full official glory. 
Credit for the drawing of the motif 
is due to iMss McCarten's advanced 
art class: Grace Beck, Elsa Krabben-
lioft, Mrs. Archer, Frances Burton 
• Sara Pearl, lone Weir, Willabella 
Wasson, and Nilmn Chrisman, who 
hove labored long and hard for two 
weeks on the design. 
The design is a composite product 
of all the members of the class. Three 
committees of two were appointed 
and each worked out a design, while 
two people worked on the lettering. 
The design, selected in a recent as­
sembly, has been sent into a company 
- in Michigan, which is to make it up 
into a standard of white felt with the 
red Dragon and the word "Dragons" 
and the letters "M. S. T. C." in red 
upon it. 
A smaller dragon with the same 
head effect and characteristic points 
has been created by the Principles of 
Drawing class to put on small stick­
ers for tablets or notebooks, larger 
stickers for windshields and suit­
cases, a round emblem used for pub­
lications and small felt pennants to 
place on radiator caps or to be used 
for other decorative purposes. 
A cold winter's night, one of so 
many in the bleak northern winters, 
followed by a disastrous fire all con­
suming and awe inspiring, and the 
world wondered if the spirit was not 
extinct when the heart and center lay 
in charred ruins. But they reckoned 
without the spirit of the Dragon, ever 
powerful, always invincible, with its 
very soul breathing fire, its lair hid­
den in the dark and gloom of the 
northern winter. 
Reminiscent of the power and splen­
dor of Nineveh and Persepolis, accept­
ed by the bold Viking seawolves as 
their symbol of war and conquest, 
marching at the head of the invinc­
ible Roman legions, dreaded but wor­
shiped, feared but respected by Greek. 
Mongolian, and Celt alike, the Drapon 
again makes its appearance, clad in 
impenetrable armour, breathing fire, 
destruction, and fear to its enenjies 
but imparting sharp-sightedness, pow­
er and wisdom as in the days of the 
Python of Delphi and the Dragon of 
the Hesperides. To its friends and 
allies the Dragon this time appears as 
the emblem of Moorhead State Teach­
ers College. 
From time immemorial the Dragon 
has been the symbol of power. Wor­
shiped in Egypt, reaping sacrifices as 
the powerful goddess Tiamat in Chal-
dea, dreaded by the Greeks as shown 
by the legends of the Gorgons, Hydra 
and Chimaera, throughout medieval 
times it taxed to the utmost such 
DRAGONS PREPARE FOR STRUGGLE WITH 
COBBERS TOMORROW AFTER VIKING WIN 
Concordia Strength Causes Coach Nemzek to Drill for Defense 
Against Passes; Robinson May See Action; J. Krajeck, 
Christensen in Shape for Game. 
After grinding out a 47-0 victory over the Valley City Vik­
ings to compare with a 20-0 win over the same aggregation by 
C°ncordia> the Dra&on squad will meet the Cobbers tomorrow on 
heroes as Siegmund, Beowulf, Sigrud,' Memor *al Field at 2.30 as the favorite, a role which the opposi-
Arthur, Tristram, and even Launce-
lot, St. George, and St. Michael. 
It is the most sacred creature to 
the Chinese and has beeh for cen­
turies their imperial emblem. It was 
carried into battle by the English 
kings from Uther Pendragon to Henry 
the "VII, being carried on the Crusades 
against the infidel by Richard the 
Lion-hearted and against the Welsh 
by Henry III. Recently the Dragon 
has been restored to its proper place 
by the British race, its symbol being 
incorporated into the armorial bear­
ings of the Prince of Wales. 
Translated to the heavens by Juno, 
the Dragon occasionally comes down 
from the sky as in the days of yore, 
except that now it appears to fight 
the battles of M. S. T. C. 
CHEER LEADERS 
TO BE SELECTED 
S T U D E N T S  T O  T R Y  F O R  R O O T E R  
K I N G  A N D  Q U E E N ;  S C H W E N -
D E M A N  T A L K S  
Tryouts for rooter king and queen 
will feature the chapel assembly pro 
gram for this morning. Each appli­
cant for cheer leader is being given 
an opportunity to display his skill be 
fore the assemblage. With the aid of 
the Band the students will sing sev­
eral of the school songs in prepara1 
tion for the Cobber game tomorrow'. 
In a talk before the student assem 
bly on Wednesday Mr. Schwendeman 
spoke on "The Value of Travel Ex 
periences" as illustrated in the East 
ern Tour of the College last summer. 
Mr. Schwendeman stressed the idea 
that travel teaches us to look into the 
future. "Travel," said Mr. Schwende­
man, "develops a sense of reality. In 
reading of various places of interest, 
figures and dimensions mean but lit­
tle; only seeing the places can make 
the true impression." In conclusion 
he stated that travel quickens the 
imagination and intensifies experi 
ences. 
At the same program, Mr. O. S. 
Snarr, director of the Training School 
of the Mankato Teachers College, ex 
tended greeting to the College from 
the Mankato institution. 
Ballard Is Present at 
Gymnasium Dedication 
Mr. Ballard returned Saturday from 
the dedication of the new physical 
education building at St. Cloud Teach­
ers College, a feature of their Home­
coming celebration. Mr. Ballard rep­
resented M. S. T. C. at the ceremony 
in which J. M. McConnell, state com­
missioner of education, was the chief 
speaker on Friday evening at 8 
o'clock. 
The building is named Eastrpan 
Hall in honor of the resident director. 
It contains a large gymnasium and 
dressing rooms, a swimming pool, and 
classrooms. 
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ORCHESTRA MAKES 
DEBUT AT PARTY 
S O C I A L  C O M M I T T E E  S U B M I T S  
R U L E S  F O R  A T T E N D A N C E  A T  
S C H O O L  F R O L I C S  
<e> <s> • <§><$><$><?><$><$><$><s><$><s><s><s> 
ALTHAIA TO MEET FOR 
FIRST TIME ON TUESDAY 
To consider the taking in of new 
members- will be the purpose of the 
first meeting of the Althaia, honorary 
English fraternity, will be held on 
Tuesday evening at 8:00. 
To qualify for membership a stu­
dent must have received a mark of 
"A" in Composition III or some other 
advanced literature or English course. 
Under the direction of Mr. Christen­
sen, the new Dragon Orchestra will 
make its debut into social circles to­
morrow evening at the All-College 
party to be held in the Student Ex­
change at 8:30 p.m. This party, the 
second one of this term, is sponsored 
by the Student Commission. The di­
recting unit is the social committee 
under the leadership of Gordon Grina. 
For the benefit of all students the 
social committee submits the follow 
ing rules, drawn up last year, for at­
tendance to the regular All-College 
parties. This committee is composed 
of Gordon Grina, social commission 
er, the dean of women, the dean of 
men, the presidents of the four 
classes, and the presidents of the 
three social organizations. 
G u e s t s  M a y  A t t e n d .  
Those who may attend the All-Col­
lege parties are: (1) all regularly en­
rolled students; (2) members of the 
college faculty; (3) men and women 
who belong to the following groups— 
(a) those who have completed the 
rural course; (b) those who have re­
ceived the two-year diploma; (c) 
those who have received a degree; 
and (4) guests who have been ap­
proved by the sub-committee of the 
social committee consisting of the 
chairman of the social committee, the 
presidents of the upper classes, the 
dean of women, and the dean of men. 
Application for permission to bring 
a guest must be made in writing by 
one of the members of groups 1, 2, or 
3 listed above. The men will send 
their request to the dean of men; the 
women to the dean of women. The 
committee on invitations will meet 
between the hours of three and six on 
the afternoon on the second day be­
fore the party. No invitations will be 
considered after 3:00 p.m. of the day 
of the party. 
W. Robinson 
How to Watch the Game of Football 
A Five-Minute Course in the Gentle Art for the Benefit of Neo­
phyte Fans, Coed or Otherwise 
<§• 
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Schoolmen Elect Rice, 
Dr. Archer at Detroit 
Meeting at Detroit Lakes High 
School last Friday evening for the 
monthly study club meefing and ban­
quet, the Schoolmasters Study Club 
of western Minnesota elected Supt. 
S. E. Rice of Barnesville to succeed 
Supt. R. J. Scofield of Perham as 
president, and re-elected Dr. C. P. 
Archer of the College, secretary. 
The main speakers for the evening 
were: Albert Zech, Dilworth, teacher 
and alumnus of M. S. T. C., who spoke 
on "The Intelligence of High School 
Seniors"; Clarence Gludt, M. S. T. C., 
"Some Facts for American Education 
Week"; and Dr. Archer, who led a 
discussion on suggested topics for 
study at future meetings. 
Professor Fred Engelhardt of the 
University of Minnesota will be the 
main speaker at the next meeting, to 
be held at Moorhead. 
The earth produces all things and 
receives all again.—Spanish. 
( B y  W m .  S t e v e n s o n )  
Because of the alarming lack of fa­
miliarity of the rules, regulations, and 
common customs concerning the gen 
tie game of football prevalent among 
the co-eds and (blush) some of the 
men, a campaign of education has 
been promoted with this article as 
the first and probably last instrument 
of education. 
First, to have a game, there must 
be a football, one group of eleven men 
and another such group, and one foot­
ball field one hundred yards long and 
fifty yards wide. This yield is marked 
off by ten white lines, running cross­
wise of the field ten yards apart. 
One team kicks the ball to open the 
game from its 40-yard line to the op­
ponents, one of whom attempts to re­
turn it as far as he can. After he is 
stopped by being tackled, the teams 
line up opposite each other. The 
team in possession of the ball has 
four tries to advance the ball ten 
yards. Each attempt is called a 
"down". If the team makes at least 
ten yards in four downs, then it is 
allowed four more downs to go ten 
yards farther and so on. By watch­
ing the linesman's numbered stick, 
one can tell what "down" it is at any 
time. 
The system of counting is chiefly 
as follows: 
(1) Six points for a touchdown, 
which is made by a member of the 
team in possession of the ball either 
carrying the ball across or by catch­
ing a pass thrown by another member 
of his team. The referee throws both 
hands high over his head as a signal 
tion has held for several years. Impartial observers are greatly 
impressed by the power shown by Nemzek's charges in their first 
two starts, in which they have com­
piled 80 points to 0 for their rivals, 
Bemidji and Valley City. 
Extensive practice in defensive as 
well as offensive work has prepared 
t h e  D r a g o n  s q u a d  
for the game with 
their traditional in-
tra-city rivals. Coach 
Nemzek has drilled 
e s p e c i a l l y  u p o n  a n  
increasingly efficient 
defense against a 
passing game such 
a s Concordia em­
ploys. Although only 
three out of sixteen 
a t t e m p t e d  p a s s e s  
were completed by the Vikings last 
Saturday, the defense against that 
particular type of play is expected to 
be even stronger tomorrow. 
Bill Robinson may see action 
against the Cobbers, but Bud Fogel 
will not be in shape for the game. 
Jim Krajeck, tackle, and Reynald 
Christensen, guard, who were out of 
last week's game on account of ill­
ness and injuries, will be ready to 
start against the Cobbers. 
D r a g o n s  S l i g h t  F a v o r i t e .  
Although they are termed "prohibi­
tive favorites" to win the Interstate 
Athletic Conference 
championship by the 
Fargo Forum, and 
even if they are giv­
en the edge by the 
"  d o p e s t e r s  " ,  t h e  
Dragons have al­
ways found the Cob­
ber squad a hard op­
ponent to win from, 
and one may be sure 
they will not enter 
t o m o r r o w ' s  g a m e  
with any idea of scoring a walk-away. 
Art Simson, senior tackle, will take 
part in his last game with Concordia 
as a Dragon gridder. 
According to Coach Nemzek, the 
same lineup as in 
the Viking game is 
likely to start. This 
aggregation in­
cludes: left end, Ire­
land; left tackle, 
Nelson; left guard, 
McAllister; center, 
Moberg; right guard 
Kimm; right tackle, 
S i m s o n ;  r i g h t  e n d ,  
Bielfeldt; quarter­
b a c k ,  G i l p i n ;  l e f t  
halfback, Davis; right halfback, Inger-
soll, and fullback, H. Krajeck. 
" t 
fer . | 
Lyman Davis 
that the ball is over the line for a 
touchdown. 
(2) After a touchdown the ball is 
placed on the five-yard line halfway 
across the field. The team that has 
made the touchdown has a chance to 
add one more point either by drop-
kicking, place-kicking, rush'ing, or 
passing. 
The most common penalties are: 
(1) "Offside" play, where one 
member of either team charges for­
ward before the ball is passed back 
by the center. The penalty for this 
is loss of five yards by the offending 
team. 
(2) "Backfield in motion" occurs 
when one of the backfield of the team 
in possession of the ball runs toward 
the line before the ball is passed back 
from center. Penalty is five yards 
loss by offending team. 
(3) "Clipping", or blocking from 
the back. This means striking an op­
ponent from behind with the body. 
Fifteen yards is the penalty for this 
misdemeanor, administered to the 
team of which the offending player is 
a member. 
(4) "Slugging" is striking with the 
fist, for which the penalty is half the 
distance to the offending team's goal 
and expulsion from the game of the 
offending member. 
When a team tries to pass twice in 
succession and fails to complete 
either pass, that team is penalized 
five yards. 
Having published this list of "do's 
and don'ts" the author believes that 
11 still in doubt should buy or other-
'se procure a copy of the rules 
Art Simson 
Decoration Committee 
Of Homecoming- Named 
To make the campus and athletic 
field attractive as possible is the work 
of the decoration committee headed 
by Florence Renner, the personnel of 
which was announced this week. Sub­
committees chosen to assist her are: 
field decorations—Rudolph Glawe, El­
mer Peterson, Nellie and Laura Ma-
land; signs—Hannah Hokanson, Mich­
ael Wokasch, Doris Sorkness, Erling 
Herman; lights—Frank Sherack, Ray 
Simonitsch, Elizabeth Hiler; building 
exteriors—Walter Schultz, Ruth Marr, 
John Lien, James Tye. 
C A L E N D A R  O F  E V E N T S  
T o m o r r o w — D r a g o n s  v s .  C o b ­
b e r s ,  M e m o r i a l  F i e l d ,  
2 : 3 0  p .  m .  
T o m o r r o w  E v e n i n g  —  A l l - C o l ­
l e g e  P a r t y ,  S t u d e n t  E x ­
c h a n g e ,  8 : 3 0 .  
F O O T B A L L  S C H E D U L E  
O c t .  1 8 — N .  D .  S c h o o l  o f  S c i ­
e n c e ,  W a h p e t o n .  
O c t .  2 5 — M i n o t  T e a c h e r s  C o l ­
l e g e ,  h e r e .  
N o v .  1 — N .  D .  S t a t e  C o l l e g e ,  
F a r g o .  
N o v .  8  —  J a m e s t o w n  C o l l e g e ,  
h e r e  ( H o m e c o m i n g ) .  
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OUR PLATFORM 
One hundred Seniors in 1933. 
Every student in some Extra curricular Activity. 
A nude enrollment of two hundred in 1932. 
A physical plant which will make il. S. T. C. the best in the ,\ orthwest. 
WHAT'S IN THE NAME "MiSTiC"? 
Ah, perhaps you say as others have—many things. A name 
may seal your fate or insure your happiness. A name may fre­
quently be the difference between success and failure, life and 
death. Names may be catalogued but their significance is as 
varied as the inhabitants of the firmament. _ 
Let us go a bit further to ask the question in a more positive 
fpshion. What should be in a name? Many and varied are the 
opinions which could be gathered upon this subject. Let us list 
some of those general characteristics which are universally con­
ceded. The name should designate the object of the naming, con­
taining within itself the distinguishing and recognizable charac­
teristics of that object. Abstract application is the result of ab­
stract naming. A name is meaningless, unless the reader can 
grasp from the name a realization of the object. 
The second and most frequently abusqd particular is that a 
name must be simple in construction, containing no meaning 
which the casual peruser cannot find. A name which to its in-
ventors may be easily decipherable is not necessaiily as facile to 
interpret by those persons whose contacts with the name is less 
frequent and less strong. Such a misnomer is the negative of its 
implied purpose. 
These two features have many subordinate phases which 
range with the purpose and type of name desired. 
Ah. you ask why all this abstract wandering? We have a 
proposition which we will enlarge upon later, but in conclusion ox 
this meditation, may we leave with you this question to ponder, 
weigh in the balance, and give your serious consideration. Do 
you believe that the name "MiSTiC" fills all of the qualifications 
listed above? Is it applicable, inclusive and easily grasped? Fun­
damentally, is it all a name should be? 
—D. r>. 
teacher's weaknesses. In this way, each student teacher gains a 
thorough analysis of his good and bad points, as well as sugges­
tions for the betterment of his technique. The supervisor is not 
to be thought of only as a critic, but also as a guide and helper in 
the difficulties encountered by the student teacher. M. S. T. C. 
is fortunate in having a staff of competent and efficient super­
visors. 
The Training School, as a physical plant, also aids in making 
successful teachers. The Training School, although it is some­
what limited in size gives the student teacher the feeling of the 
surroundings of an actual school-room. In the Training School, 
he makes the acquaintance of various text-books as well as the 
best uses to which they can be put. He learns how to use ma­
terials in the most efficient and economical way. An understand­
ing of the management of books and materials is very beneficial 
as well as necessary for the best kind of a teacher. 
Thus we see that the Training School is not only helpful to 
our College but it is an absolute necessity to the welfare of the 
institution. If you have been warned of the pupils of a student 
teacher's life, "Fear not," for the Training School is for your 
benefit. It was established to make better teachers for better 
schools. 
—E. B. S. 
THE OPEN COLUMN 
-<$> 
-<$> 
TO THE SOPHOMORES 
The fulfillment of our prophecy, "One hundred Seniors in 
1933," depends to a great extent on the under-graduates of 1930. 
These students, especially the Sophomores of the four-year 
course, are representing a large per cent of the future class oi 
1933. They constitute the hope of the institution. 
In our college existence, as in every phase of life, we encoun­
ter situations and circumstances which tend to derail us from the 
course which we, after long consideration and serious thought, 
have decided to follow. As the tempter lays a snare for the 
righteous, so does a clever advertiser urge you to leave your Alma 
Mater for a shorter way to "easy money." Sophomores, allow 
nothing short of disaster to prevent your graduation from Moor­
head State Teachers College in 1933! 
"The rolling stone gathers no moss," and the meandering 
student misses much of a thorough education, to say nothing of 
his lacking school-spirit, and his disinterest in extra-curricular 
activities which help to make college life a joy forever! 
—M. D. K. 
W H A T  M A Y  W E  S I N G ?  
The doleful strains of "Now the Day 
Is Over" float through the October air 
from out the chapel doors. A chance 
listener is incited to tears by the sad, 
mournful melody as rendered by the 
Dragons en mass. Why this sad en­
dearing heart-broken plea? Who died 
that thus the vitality for which the 
Dragons stand is curbed behind the 
weeping gates of melancholy? Does 
the said assemblage desire to vocal­
ize such melodies? 
No! The Dragon spirit calls for 
something with more pep and more of 
the positive element. You say that 
we assemble twice a week to instill 
within ourselves a reverent spirit for 
a moment of devotion to the Lord. 
Yes, I agree with you, but does the 
acquirement of that aptitude necessi­
tate the clamping of leaden shutters 
upon the spirit of the students? Re­
ligion should he awarded a just ap­
portionment of our time while here 
in school, but religion is not always 
expressed in lines of sorrow. 
Life is our God, our ideal, and our 
ambition. The forces of life and liv­
ing such as are vitalized in "Onward 
Christian Soldiers," "Glorious Things 
of Thee Are Spoken," or "A Mighty 
Fortress Is Our God" means a great 
deal more to us than those dirges of 
death, devastation, and despair which 
constitute the major portion of our 
assembly singing. We want hymns 
which, although religious in nature 
and fundamentals, .have incorporated 
in their music and their words the 
living, vital force of human nature. 
Religion does not imply a negation of 
life nor an ending of existence and 
living. It is in itself a thing of life 
to be dedicated to and worshiped for 
an everlasting life. 
Fellow students, are you content to 
sing those hymns, which though beau 
tiful and melodious, have but a minor 
part in the mind and activity of a 
student? Let us make our religion a 
living thing under which we can stand 
with head in air flinging out the chal 
lenging call to battle and the joyful 
strains of peace and happiness. Stu­
dents and faculty — remember, it is 
not only a question of "May We Sing 
but "What May We Sing!" 
—D. B. 
are capable of organizing their study, 
so that the dormitory would be a quiet 
orderly place, where girls could have 
the same privileges that they are ac­
corded in their own homes, that of 
lights at all times. Girls, I think that 
this would be a worthwhile experi­
ment. What is your opinion? 
—E. B. S. 
C O U R T E S Y  I S  E S S E N T I A L  
Remember—don't forget your man­
ners! Even though there is a surplus 
of girls, there is no call for the men 
to forget those little courtesies which 
mean so much and require so little 
effort on your part. 
Even if you think it unnecessary in 
such a vast "mob" of females, the 
time will come when there will be a 
call for courtesy and you will fail. 
Perhaps a vital opportunity will be 
lost through lack of a little manner­
ism. 
So remember, our men and their 
manners can raise the morale of our 
college to the point where more men 
and better women will be attracted to 
our campus. 
Women — you've got it coming! 
—A. Q. 
<^-
<&-
The finance committee is to be con­
gratulated on the masterful and effi­
cient way in which it has taken care 
of the Homecoming fund. The meth 
od they took to secure the money 
needed was not only the most simple 
and the quickest, but also is more fair 
to everyone, taxing us all alike and 
giving us our time to use for other 
things. 
FEAR NOT STUDENT TEACHING 
A visitor upon our campus wonders at the steady stream of 
students going down the street and mysteriously disappearing 
into one of six houses. They are laden with books, folios, and 
charts. They are to be seen at all hours of the day. Who are 
they? What is their mission? Listen, and I shall explain the 
mystery. They are "student teachers." Please do not call them 
"practice teachers," for they are worthy of a more distinguished 
title than that. As students of a state teachers college, they are 
doing their laboratory work. The experiment they are perform­
ing is the actual teaching of real pupils. Teaching in the Training 
School is the most useful and practical experience one gets out 
of his college education. It is the work that one does in the 
Training School that is the most worthwhile accomplishment in a 
student's college life. 
How does teaching in the Training School fit one to become a 
successful teacher? In the first place, the student teacher comes 
into contact with real pupils. He learns the desires and dislikes 
of his pupils. He learns to appreciate that not one of them has a 
"rubber stamp mind," but that each one has individual differ­
ences. Having found the differences between pupils, he gets 
training in his treatment of them. He learns how to use his 
knowledge of psychology in his dealings with each one. He has a 
charge of average school pupils. It is in his power to shape the 
children's minds as well as to guide and instruct them. 
Another factor that enters into the teaching ability of the 
college student is his contact with his supervisor. From his super­
visor he learns new techniques in the best methods of teaching. 
The supervisor, through her conferences, points out the student to the parlor. 
L I G H T S  O U T  
'Tis 10 o'clock and all is well. 
What? But is all well? No! It Is 
10 o'clock in the dormitory. In fif 
teen minutes, the lights will fade for­
ever—at least until 7 o'clock the next 
morning. What a babble of voices, 
What a rushing and scurrying. The 
scuffling is like that of a thundering 
herd. Loud shrieks of laughter pierce 
the air. What does, all this noise por 
tend? Is it a fire? No, it is 10 o'clock 
in the dormitory. 
What is the reason for all this tu 
mult? It is time for the lights to go 
out. There is a general exodus for 
the parlor, for there are the lights for 
those who would pursue knowledge— 
perhaps vainly — but nevertheless to 
search for learning. Since none of 
the girls possess the quality of being 
able to see in the dark, they must 
continue their work in the parlor 
Having once reached the parlor, is 
the noise diminished? No, but it 
takes the form of sibilant whispers 
and suppressed laughter. For a time 
there is a momentary hush while 
Miss Dahl passes from Miss Jones 
room to her own room, but soon the 
noise is resumed. This problem of 
studying is a serious one. 
I think that leaving the lights on 
in the dormitory, so that they could 
be controlled by the students them 
selves is a solution to the problem 
All of the noise would be eliminated 
because there would be no purpose in 
going to the parlor. The confusion in 
one's work would be avoided, for all 
papers and books would be together, 
Many a theme has been ruined by 
spilling of ink in the rush of getting 
I think college girls 
giving to the selection of interesting 
and worthwhile numbers for this 
year's lyceum course. His selections 
this year represent the best that is 
to be had in artistic value. 
* * * 
Checking up on the bargain Coach 
Nemzek offered us before the Bemidji 
game, it seems to me that the chal­
lenge has been well taken and well 
executed on all sides. 
« * • 
By scoring 80 points to the oppo­
nents 0, "Sliv" and the football boys 
have upheld their side, and by the 
work of the Band, Pep Squad, and 
the school at large, the other half of 
the bargain has been well kept. 
* * • 
Perhaps some of the rest of you 
will get the same sort of thrill that 
we received when, after listening to 
what we considered an excellent radio 
program, found out that it came from 
our own College. Though the thrill 
may cease to be felt after the novelty 
wears off, still you can always count 
on a good program if you will tune in 
on College radio nights. 
* * * 
Another generous gift, this time to 
our library, and again we offer our 
thanks to our former president, Dr. 
Weld. Fortunate, indeed, is any insti­
tution which possesses such a friend. 
* * » 
Well selected, well directed, must 
compromise our tribute to the Pep 
Squad and its leader, Irwin Mickel-
son. Such an organization tends to 
awaken the spirit and to lead and 
direct the pep of the whole student 
body. 
* * * 
Last year directly after the Are 
some one speaking to a person asso­
ciated with the school, asked what 
would happen to the institution now. 
The person replied, "We still have a 
college." Today, no one will deny the 
truth of that statement — surely, no 
one from Valley City. 
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Campus Comment 
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We appreciate 
Christensen and 
the 
the 
effort that 
committee 
Mr. 
HUBERT ZERVAS 
MEAT MARKET 
Fish - Oysters 
In Season 
Meat and Sausages 
Shipped by Parcel Post 
to our country customers. 
Country shipment of veal 
and poultry solicited - -
Moorhead - Minnesota 
| FRIENDLY 
I FIVE 
ALL 
STYLES 
New Friendly Five ihoe ttyle* for 
spring end summer hermonlzc smartly 
with the new styles in fabrics. Be sure 
to see the newest ones for sport wear. 
All five dollars. 
FALL SUITS 
$24.75 — $29.50 
Autumn shades of Tans, 
Browns, Blues and Greys 
|HUB CLOTHING CO.| 
| COLLEGE CLOTHES § 
Moorhead, Minn. 
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W. G. W00DWARD CO. INC. 
. 622 - Center Ave. = 
We buy and sell for cash that's why we sell for less 
"Everything to Wear" Dry Goods, Shoes, Ladies 
and Gents' Furnishings, Millinery, Notions, Etc. 
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WATCHES JEWELRY 
DIAMONDS 
BRING US THAT NEXT REPAIR JOB 
NEUBARTH'S 
The City Hall is across the Street 
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C. NEMZEK GETS Dragon Spirit Undampened By Moisture 
"U APPOINTMENT As Coffee, Doughnuts Serve For Filler 
Through a letter addressed to Presi 
dent MacLean, The MiSTfC learns 
that Claude Nemzek, B. E. '28, is now 
working for his doctor's degree at the 
University of Minnesota, and has been 
appointed assistant to Dr. W. S. Mil­
ler. 
Claude received his master's degree 
at the University of Iowa in the 
spring of 1929 and last year was in­
structor of English and journalism at 
the Aberdeen, South Dakota, high 
school. 
While a student at M. S. T. C. 
Claude was president of the Student 
Council, a member of the Dragon foot­
ball team for four years, a member of 
the Praeceptor stafT for four years, 
did work for The MiSTiC, and was 
an active member of Althaia, the 
Owls, and other organizations. In his 
junior year he was business manager 
of the Praeceptor, and as a senior, 
editor-in-chief. 
LOCAL S.T.C. IS 
RANKING SECOND 
A  comparative knowledge of the 
enrollment at the various Minnesota 
teachers colleges, with returns of the 
enrollment at the end of the first 
week of registration. 
St. Cloud leads with an enrollment 
of 800, a drop from 855 of last year. 
Moorhead is second (completed regis­
tration) with 541. Mankato increased 
from 480 to 616. Winona took the 
largest drop, the enrollment being 
417, 30 less than last year. 
Duluth showed a surprising in­
crease of eighty-two over last year. 
The present enrollment is 416. Last 
year was the first that they took part 
In major athletics. Bemldji remained 
about the same, having 202 as com­
pared with 204 last year. 
The Wahpeton State School of Sci­
ence is to be complimented on its in­
creased enrollment. The enrollment 
this' year is 450 compared to 396 of 
last year, a 15 per cent increase. 
» » » 
Plans to make Gypsy Day at the 
Northern State Teachers College, 
Aberdeen, S. D., a real success, was 
assured with the consent of Governor 
W. J. Bulow, who is to take part in 
the festivities. 
* * * 
The_J«iture of the Gustavus Adol-
phus Homecoming is the celebration 
of its Jubilee. The past history of 
the school will be shown in the pa­
rade and pageantry. 
Dragon's Dragnet 
"There is no accounting for some 
people's sense of humor," said a Val­
ley City coed as she overheard Mr. 
* Christensen say that the funniest 
thing he could see going on was the 
score of the game. 
• * * 
"Did he steal the ball," asked an 
anxious coed as she feverishly watch­
ed Johnny Ingersoll tear down the 
field followed by would-be Valley City 
tacklers. When we assured her that 
he went down the field for a touch­
down, she wanted to know why he 
didn't bring the touchdown back with 
him so she could see it. 
» « • 
"I'm shot!" cried Hub Nelson when 
he saw his white shirt front stained 
with red. It turned out, fortunately, 
that he had been caught in a rain-
shower and his red tie had faded. 
Tell that to Iva Paine! 
* « • 
"Ooo", they're playing miniature 
football," cried Dorothy Reibhoff as 
she projected her head from a win­
dow in Comstock Hall and beheld the 
College High School and the Moor­
head High reserves fight it out on 
Memorial Field. 
• • » 
"Say, what class does Ray Simon-
itsch belong to?" I inquired of Bill 
• Stevenson. 
"He's a sophomore," sighed Bill, 
"although I think he's old enough to 
know better." 
• • • 
It is reported that Sliv had to yank 
Vic Anderson from quarterback in 
the game because the Vikings heard 
him call signals and got them mixed 
up with their own. It seems that 
• Vic's voice is rather penetrating and 
convincing. 
The circus tent in the west end of 
the football field Saturday afternoon 
seemed to be quite a mysterious 
place. A number of men seemed to 
think that some sideshow was gbing 
on in there because every now and 
then someone would go over and peek 
under the canvas. 
( B y  C l a r e n c e  G l a s r u d )  
I was late for the game of course 
although I really had good intentions 
of getting there on time. Although 
my errant footsteps were immeasur 
ably quickened when I heard the band 
strike up "Alma Mater" while I was 
still five blocks away, I failed to wit­
ness Johnny Ingersoll's display of ad­
mirable lack of sympathy with the 
Valley City cause as he raced down 
the field for a touchdown. 
Settling down among my former 
schoolmates (the entire Detroit Lakes 
High School football team was there 
en mass) I had just begun to watch 
the game when the fellows around me 
set up a cheer for Dutch Eininger, 
whom they thought they saw coming 
into the game. It took a lot of argu­
ing on my part to convince them that 
there was another nose on our foot­
ball team to match Dutch's, but it 
proved to be Hank Booher neverthe­
less. 
"How's the coffee, Ray?" asked 
Evelyn Hall as she filled our bass 
drummer's cup for the nineteenth 
time, and he swallowed his thirty-
seventh doughnut, rim, hole, and all. 
"Elegant," exclaimed Herr Simon-
itsch, "you use a new brand of soap 
in mending the coffee pot, I think." 
"Oh, and soap is made of fat," 
wailed Maxine Brown. "Now I'll gain 
nine more pounds." 
As the day waned, a rain shower 
attempted to dampen our enthusiasm, 
but Dick Lowry saved the day, by 
striking up valiantly with "How Dry 
I Am," quelling the elements utterly. 
Then there was Bill Robinson, who 
strode up and down the field glaring 
at the Vikings and shaking his wood­
en (pardon me, I meant wounded) 
leg. Undoubtedly his threats of what 
he will do to them in basketball did 
considerable to shake the Viking 
nerve. 
Six Initiated Into 
Geography Council 
Initiation exercises for new mem­
bers of the Geography Council were 
held at the home of Marie Riste Sat­
urday evening. Those taken, into the 
council are: Echo Lodgaard, Moor­
head; Ann Braaten, Starbuck; Agnes 
Duffy, Fargo; Paul Rosel, Moorhead; 
Walter Schultz, Washburn, N. D.; and 
John Lind, Clitherall. 
Part of the entertainment was a 
talk by Mr. Schwendeman on the pur­
poses of the council and the benefits 
of it. New projects are being con­
sidered. After the exercises, a social 
hour was followed by refreshments. 
Lovelorn Letters 
-3> 
T h u r s d a y .  
Dear Folks: 
There are some pretty nosy people 
up here! Some one has been reading 
my letters before I mail them, and 
I'm getting in the most terrible mess 
about it. Why just think, this hap­
pened the other night. I was inno­
cently walking down the street in 
front of the College Club, when all at 
once I heard a low growl, and Kra-
jeck came galloping out of the door 
and grabbed me. He said in his 
thrilling voice, "You Gossiping Wo­
man!" And that's all I can remem­
ber, because something hit me and I 
didn't wake up for a long time. I 
don't dare to walk down the street 
unless I take Doris Sorkness along to 
protect me. I'll be real careful after 
this and won't let anyone else see my 
letters. 
And for Pete's sake, Ma, don't tell 
Donald Bird's mother that he's step­
ping a blonde up here. You remem­
ber she told me to take special care 
of him while he was away from home. 
Well, I can't do a thing with him, 
and now he spends all his time bill­
ing and cooing. 
The other night the Owls held their 
term party. My roommate and I were 
watching the fond couples march up 
the steps of the Exchange, when sud­
denly- we saw Ubby Nelson walk up 
all alone, with only his shadow. Then 
we noticed the shadow was on the 
same side as the moon was, so we 
looked again. Well, would you be­
lieve it; it wasn't his shadow at all— 
it was Betty Bestick. 
There's a brand new boy up here 
named Eddie H. I can't spell his last 
name, but I have the most awful 
crush on him! The other night my 
roommate and I were down at the 
club, and so was Eddie. He was eat­
ing crackers and milk. I thought that 
maybe if I looked soulfully at him 
long enough he might do something 
about it. Well, after I had gazed 
adoringly at him for about five min­
utes this is what he did: He took out 
his handkerchief, spit on it, and be­
gan to rub his EARS!! 
F r i d a y .  
Alas! I would have to get another 
crush before I had recovered from the 
last one. I'm just WILD about Chet 
Gilpin—the handsome brute! I can't 
write any more—I must think about 
my darling 
Your little snowflake, 
IVA PAINE. 
<S>-
ALUMNI NEWS 
<s> <j> 
L E L A N D  V I N Z  
Leeds, North Dakota, high school is 
planning a high school paper this 
year, and Leland Vinz, '28, is to be 
faculty adviser, according to word re­
cently received at the MiSTiC office. 
Mr. Vinz was a member of the MiS­
TiC staff for two years, and starred 
at center on Dragon football teams in 
'26 and '27. 
Write on the devil's horns "good 
angel," and many will believe it.—Dr. 
Johnson. 
An angry man is again angry with 
himself when he returns to reason.— 
Cyrus. 
He puts up with small annoyances 
to gain great results.—Latin. 
All that is ancient is beautiful. 
All that is rich is wise.—M. Greek. 
Leonard Ericksson 
Editor's Note: The following 
letter was sent in response to the 
questionnaire sent out by Vernon 
Jensen, who was '29-'30 alumni 
editor on The MiSTiC. Mr. 
Eriksson is a member of the 
Alumni Executive Committee and 
its legal adviser. 
Mr. Vernon Jensen, 
Alumni Editor, M. S. T. C., 
Moorhead, Minnesota. 
Dear Sir: 
In answer to your circular calling 
for information, for the benefit of 
other alumni of our institution, it 
might be of interest to recall who I 
am. My name is Leonard Eriksson. 
While attending the institution then 
known as the Moorhead Normal 
School, I was registered as August 
Leonard Eriksson, and at that time 
my address was Warren, Minnesota. 
Upon graduation—in fact, the day be­
fore the final performance, I left the 
institution to take up v°rk for the 
Government in the Census Bureau. 
There I worked the usual hours and 
attended the Georgetown University 
Law School. I should have said that 
I graduated from our institution in 
1900 and I graduated from the George­
town Law School in 1904, taking a 
part of the post graduate course dur­
ing the school year between 1904 and 
1905. In 1905 I was admitted to prac­
tice law in the State of Minnesota, 
locating at Fergus Falls, where I have 
ever since resided and pursued my 
profession. It may be a very sad ad­
mission, but nevertheless it is the 
truth that I have never, since gradu­
ating, taught any school, either as su­
perintendent, principal, teacher, or 
supervisor, or anything else. At Fer­
gus Falls I have taken an interest in 
the various community subjects and 
have served as alderman, mayor, 
county attorney, and also taken part 
in the Commercial Club work. At the 
present time I am a candidate for the 
Legislature. I married in 1907, and 
have two children, both of whom are 
now attending the University. They 
are one daughter and one son, both 
pursuing the law course. 
Aside from these things, and they 
are not very significant, I have made 
no achievement worth mentioning 
that I know of. 
D R .  V .  E .  F R E E M A N  
D E N T I S T  
Woolworth Building 
Moorhead Minnesota 
There are quite a few alumni in 
Fergus Falls and at some proper time, 
I believe it would be advisable to 
have a roll-call meeting of alumni in 
Fergus Falls and Otter Tail County. 
In my judgment it would be appropri­
ate to have such a roll-call for the 
purpose of forming an organization 
locally, either some holiday like Labor 
Day, or some Sunday, at one of our 
numerous and pleasant lake resorts. 
Such a roll-call, I think, would be ap­
proved and responded to by quite a 
respec tab le  number .  I t  wou ld  a l so ,  I  
believe, tend to bring the old alumni 
into more immediate touch with the 
present day activities of the institu­
tion. 
One of my class-mates is Hjelmer 
Bengtson, now assistant secretary of 
state. In spite of his eye misfortune 
during his last year at college he has 
carried on wonderfully well. 
Another man whom I would like to 
know something about, if he is living, 
is Mr. Williams, who was the first 
coach of the first football team at 
Moorhead. In fact, I would like to 
know the present addresses and ac­
tivities of all living members of the 
1900 class. Two of the outstanding 
men of that period were John Kiauson 
and G. H. Parkhill. I am not sure 
about Mr. Klauson's address and I 
have no knowledge at all about Mr. 
Parkhill. 
A whole letter could be written 
about our experiences in starting 
football at Moorhead in 1899, and I 
shall not take the time now to dis­
cuss that. If there are enough alumni 
and students interested in getting a 
resume of that activity, I might take 
time at some future date to furnish 
such an article. 
Respectfully yours, 
LEONARD ERIKSSON. 
Amnesty, that noble word, the genu­
ine dictate of wisdom.—Chinese. 
It is best to trust to two anchors.— 
Latin. 
LuVerne Quineld, '30, is teaching 
the first four grades at Argusville. 
• * * 
Cora Barsness, '29, is teaching the 
first four grades at Crary, N. D. 
PHOTO'S AND APPLICATION 
PICTURES AT A MODERATE 
PRICE 
Sa t i s fac t ion  Guaran teed  
A. R. Scherling 
(OWL STUDIO) 
113 Broadway, Fargo, N. D. 
Your credit is 0. K. 
L e o  J o h n s o n  
FURNITURE j|C0. 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
Before You Buy a Car 
Try the 
"CHEVROLET SIX" 
Kiefer Auto Company 
Moorhead, Minnesota 
Why Pay More? 
Six exposure kodak films 
developed and printed for 
25 cents. Special prices 
to Students on applica­
tion photos. 
The Oyloe Studio 
Moorhead 
( A c r o s s  f r o m  M o o r h e a d  T h e a t e r )  
Announcing - -
The 
Miss 
Marie 
Campus 
Shop 
To the M. S. T. C. Co-ed who wants to be "smart" 
in school and out; who wants to always be the 
girl of fashion, without spending too much money 
to be that way; who envies no one, because she 
KNOWS she is fashion-right at all times; who 
adores snappy clothes that look three times their 
price — Fargo's only Campus Shop is dedicated. 
All frocks are priced at §16. 
S e c o n d  F l o o r  
HERBST'S 
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LIBRARY RECEIVES 
MANY NEW BOOKS 
Thesis on Spelling by 
Dr. Archer Published 
The Dragons Abroad 
The Moorhead State Teachers College Eastern Tour 
New booka are received at the li­
brary every day and are gradually fill­
ing the shelves of the various depart­
ments, strengthening the reference 
equipment of the library. The follow­
ing accessions are reported for last 
week: 
Industrial Arts Department. 
Berg & Wing: Essentials of Metal-
Working. 
Blackburn: Boy Activity Projects 
Castle & Selvidgo: Problems in Blue 
Print Reading. 
Campbell & Beyer: Practical Con­
crete Work. 
Day & Vincent: Miniature Aircraft. 
Griffith: Woodwork for Secondary 
Schools. 
Klenke: Joints nnd How They Are 
Made. 
Noyes: Design and Construction in 
Wood. 
Varnum: Industrial. Arts Design. 
Wllloughby: Essentials of Electrical 
Work. 
Library Economy. 
Eastman: Library Furniture, Fixtures 
and Equipment. 
Hershberg: Elements of the Library 
Plan. 
Education Department. 
Cook: High School Administration. 
Cox: Junior High School and Its Cur­
riculum. 
Harrington: Program Making for 
Junior High Schools. 
Johnson: Administration and Super 
vision of the High School. 
Pressey: Mental Abnormalities and 
Deficiencies. 
Roberts and Draper: High School 
Principal as Administrator. 
Thorndike: Educational Psychology. 
Warren: Elements of Human Psy 
chology. 
History and Economics. 
Burch & Patterson: Problems of 
American Democracy. 
Enock: Republics of South and Cen 
tral America. 
Munro: Constitution of the U.S. 
Tickner: Social and Industrial His­
tory. 
Literature. 
Brighouse: Open-air Plays. 
British Museum Department of Egyp­
tian and Assyrian Antiquities: Book 
of the Dead. 
Cranmer-Byng: Lute of Jade (Clas­
sics of Chinese literature) 
Ludwig: Son of Man. 
Papini: Life of Christ. 
General Reference. 
Who's Who in America. 1930-1931. 
SOCIOLOGY 
Carr-Saunders: Population. 
Cooley: Social Organization. 
Davis, Barnes & Others: Introduction 
to Sociology. 
Dow: Society and Its Problems. 
Duncan: Race and Population Prob­
lems. 
Ellis: The Dance of Life. 
Ford: Social Problems and Social 
Policy. 
Oillin: Crlmonology A Penology. 
Gillin: Social Problems. 
Gillln: Poverty and Dependency. 
Lynd: Mlddletown. 
Park & Burgess; Introduction to the 
Science of Sociology. 
Renter: Population Problems. 
Stelner: American Community In Ac­
tion. 
Warner: American Charities. 
Wines: Punishment and Reformation. 
Young: Source Book of Social Psy­
chology. 
General. 
American annual, 1930. 
Lutes: Gracious Hostess. 
Post: Etiquette. 
Roberts: Cyclopedia of Social Usage. 
Vogue: Vogue's Book of Etiquette. 
Philosophy. 
Hudson: The Truths We Live By. 
High 8chool. 
Beard: American Government and 
Politics. 
Beard: Readings In American Gov­
ernment. 
Bridges: Young Folks Book of In­
ventions. 
Bryce: American Commonwealth. 
Bryce: Modern Democracies. 
Burch: American Economic Life. 
Carver: Elementary Economics. 
Davis: A Day In Old Rome. 
Gultteau: Government and Politics in 
the U. S. 
Hart: In Our Times. 
Hayes: Brief History of the Great 
War. 
Hayes: Political and Social History 
of Modern Europe. 
Johnston: Opening Up of Africa. 
Lapp: Economics and the Com­
munity. 
Latane: The U.S. and Latin America 
Law: Modern Great Americans. 
McCall: Syllabus of Current Interna 
tional Events. 
Magruder: American Government. 
"The Transfer of Training in Spell­
ing" is the subject of a treatise by 
Dr. C. P. Archer, the publication of 
which was announced in the Service 
Bulletin from the University of Iowa 
last week. This thesis, published by 
the University of Iowa, Department of 
Publications, represents the conclu­
sions drawn from a series of investi­
gations regarding the relationships 
between words, their derivations, and 
their similar and dissimilar forms. 
In connection with this study of a 
possible transfer, Dr. Archer endeav­
ored to learn the influence of such 
factors as grade, sex, intelligence, na 
tiouality, and word difficulty. Through. <ierpasses, detours, and numberless 
his investigations, he made more firm sharp curves and grades, we were re­
tire belief that negative transfer as­
sumes an important role in learning 
and forgetting 
PART V. 
The Dragons left Canada with some 
reluctance, its weather had been mod-
however, seemed even more reluctant 
erate and agreeable, its people hospit­
able, its scenery superb, and its cul­
ture varying from quaint to ultra 
modern. The U. S. custom officers, 
to let us go, and investigated every­
thing but the inside of the gas tanks. 
Vermont was green to the very 
mountain tops; hence Green Moun­
tains proved no misnomer. Although 
our drive through proved almost hec­
tic because of narrow bridges, low un-
of the "Hub City" received us with 
an admixture of real hospitality and 
Boston formality. The next day the 
Dragons continued their historical ad­
ventures under the capable direction 
of a "Haavahd" (Harvard) guide who 
reepated that we were from "Minner-
soter" and cast casual incredulous 
glances at our modish Dragonesses. 
We feel certain that he was keenly 
disappointed at the absence of feath 
THE BOOK SHELF 
READINGS IN SCANDINAVIAN 
LITERATURE 
(By Hanna A. Larsen) 
Ancient sagas recounting the deeds 
of those hardy Norsemen who wor­
shiped pagan gods, plundered the 
coasts of Europe, and drove their Vik­
ing ships to America long before Co­
lumbus sailed "past the gates of Her­
cules" are used by Hanna Astrap Lar­
sen, editor of the American Scandina­
vian. Review, to introduce a reading 
course on Scandinavian literature 
which has just been received at the 
library. 
How literature developed from these 
folk tales to the charming fairy tales 
of Hans Christian Andersen, the so­
cial drama of Ibsen, and the gloomy 
passions of Strindberg is told by Miss 
Larsen, who traces the various trends 
in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and 
Iceland and calls attention to many 
writers, famous in their native lands 
but less well known in America 
whose works are now available in 
translation. Among living authors, 
she pays particular tribute to Knut 
Hamsun and Sifrid Undset, whose 
novels have already attained wide 
popularity in this country. 
Americans and Scandinavian de­
scent will, of course, enjoy this sim 
pie and comprehensive survey of the 
literature of their forefathers. Other 
Americans who are planning summer 
tours will find it a useful guide to the 
mythology, history, and modern 
trends of the lands of the midnight 
sun. In the words of an old Viking 
verse: "A better burden may no man 
bear for wanderings wide than wis 
dom." 
Courses on French and English lit­
erature from the "Reading With 
Purpose" series, published by the 
American Library Association, are 
also available at the library, and one 
on Russian literature, now in prepara 
tion, will soon be added. Many of the 
books recommended in these booklets 
may be obtained at the library. 
LIBRARY RECEIVES COPY 
OF MINNESOTA YEARBOOK 
compensed by the natural -beauty on 
every side. At Barre the cutting and 
polishing of the rock of ages granite 
was observed. 
It was late evening with the dinner 
hour almost over when we arrived at 
the Fabyan House nestled in the very 
midst of the lofty Presidential Range 
at the very base of Mt. Washington 
which lofty summit struck through 
and above the realm of clouds. It 
proved not a little trying to the hun­
gry Dragons to be required to deck 
themselves out formally before enter­
ing the dining hall. The desire for 
food at once was courteously re­
strained after one glance at the two 
sturdy unfortunate butlers who guard­
ed the dining hall entrance. 
An array of wild flowers, blueber­
ries, forested slopes, towering sum­
mits, mirroi'-like emerald lakes deep 
in the encircling mountains provided 
the thrills for the next day. The "Old 
Man of the Mountain" or Great Stone 
Face as it is usually called was the 
most outstanding feature. It suited 
our imagination. Two thousand feet 
almost directly above us on a project­
ing mountain crag, it looked south­
ward over a snug mountain valley 
with the benign and human expres 
sion of guardianship. The profile ap 
pears perfect with the features of 
strong yet kindly man of middle age, 
We wondered no more at Earnest's 
strong attachment for this changeless 
and silent warden of the valley. The 
Indian profile in the same vicinity is 
scarcely less realistic, and the prox 
imity of the two is strangely coinci­
dent. 
En route to Boston we stopped over 
night at Concord and viewed the 
Crompton Press there the next morn 
ing. Lexington and Concord flung the 
spirit of '76 over the Dragons by their 
than did the Dragons in their attempt 
to see everything from the "Rude 
bridge which arched the flood" to the 
house wherein Adams and Hancock 
slept that eventful night when Revere 
warned the Patriots of the oncoming 
Briton host. 
The Brunswick Hotel in the heart 
An English Village 
Editor's Note: This interesting 
feature was written by Miss Nan 
Halcrow, secretary to the director 
of the Training School, who re­
cently came from England to take 
up her work at M. S. T. C. 
For some miles to the east and to 
the west of Portsmouth the coast is 
indented by long, winding, shallow in­
lets, which, even at full tide, are ac­
cessible only to small boats; while at 
low tide there lie exposed stretches 
of mud, desolate and solitary, save 
for the fishermen, trudging hlong in 
ered coiffures. History greeted us at I mud shoes gathering shell fish, and 
every turn and the prefix "Old" oc- the children searching for anything 
curred as frequently as the dollar sign 
in Detroit — Old North Church, Old 
South Church, Old Ironsides, etc. It 
is not possible here to detail the num­
ber of features seen nor to express 
our feeling of reverence of the past 
as we felt its atmosphere quicken our 
imaginations in the presence of its 
most significant remnants. One thing 
more—Boston Beans are usually con­
sidered something to joke about by 
foreigners, but the Dragons found 
them a peculiar and substantial real­
ity, each plate recommending the 
next. Boston is left with difficulty, 
outwardly because of its irregular 
streets and spiritually because of the 
attachment it arouses with even a 
brief visit. 
We missed much of the color and 
quaintness of Cape Cod because of a 
terrific thunder shower at Plymouth 
and a cloudy, dreary day. We did 
view the fishing village of Hyannis 
and a shore dinner there. Plymouth 
Rock is well preserved with every­
thing marked excepting Priscilla's 
footprint. The cranberry bogs were 
numerous and well kept. Southern 
New England, like most other sec­
tions of New England, is a region of 
irregular land surface with rustic lit­
tle stone fenced farms occurring ir­
regularly in the midst of extensive 
areas of second growth forest. In val­
leys or old lake bottoms vegetables, 
tobacco, onions, or other specialized 
crops were growing. 
On August tenth in the late after­
noon we came suddenly out of the 
hills and were soon rolling along a 
four lane highway down the pictur­
esque Hudson toward New York. On 
the right bank with artificial regular­
ity rose the columnar salt pillars of 
the Palisades of the Hudson. Ahead 
began to appear the New York sky­
line. 
—J. R. S. 
from worms to stranded wreckage. 
At the head of one of these minia­
ture bays, stands the small fishing 
village of Emsworth, specially favored 
by a creek of comparatively deep 
water, which at low tide, winds like a 
silver thread through half a league of 
mud. This village is also on the high 
road from Portsmouth to Chichester, 
and when race meetings are held at 
Goodwood near the old cathedral 
town, the village wakens to the shouts 
from roistering holiday-makers and is 
enveloped in the dust of flying mo­
tors. 
A lover of peace, quaintness and 
beauty, ignores these signs of the out­
er world, and tries to forget the co­
operative stores in the old market 
place, the motor garage, and the 
steam mills. One remembers only the 
winding High Street with its real 
dairy, where, in the yard surrounded 
by ramshackle buildings, the cows are 
brought each morning to be milked; 
the tiny Methodist Chapel with its 
clock; the water-wheel as it churns 
up the stream, released from impa­
tient captivity; the steep Harbour 
Street up which crawl strange anti­
quated water carts just refilled from 
Neptune's liberal store; and, above 
all, the little store, kept by an old 
lady who will oblige one with a stamp, 
and unlimited information on any 
local subject, all for one penny. 
With such memories as these the 
visitor returns from that sleepy vil­
lage facing the south, where, far from 
the Londoner's eye, one tasted the 
"honeyed rain and delicate air." 
—A. Londoner. 
The library has received a copy of 
the Minnesota Yearbook for 1930, a 
valuable addition to the reference de­
partment. 
This publication, just off the press, 
is the first of its kind in any state for 
purposes of factual references on 
state and local government. It is the 
only complete, official compilation 
available on government affairs in 
Minnesota. Much of the information 
has not heretofore been available for 
general reference. It was assembled 
by the staff of the Municipal Refer­
ence Bureau, University of Minnesota, 
and the League of Minnesota Munici­
palities. 
Training School 
Students Reading 
The fifth and sixth grade children 
have organized their Little Citizen­
ship Club and in their program of 
World Friendship they will study the 
heroes and heroines of the different 
countries. Doris Holm is president; 
Helen Hanson, vice-president; and 
Ruth Bean, secretary. 
The seventh and eighth grade Eng­
lish classes have completed their Na­
ture Study unit of animals, birds, 
trees and flowers; their next topic for 
study and discussion will be "Litera 
ture of the Homeland." 
Marshall: Readings in the Story of 
Human Progress. 
Merriam: American Political Ideas. 
Redfield: Dependent America. 
Wuldman: Famous Leaders of Indus 
try. 
Phone Off. 854-W Res. 854-R 
DR. J. H. SANDNESS 
DENTIST 
First State Security Bldg. 
Moorhead - Minnesota 
Hllillllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^ 
SUNDAY—Midnite Show 11:30! 
JEANETTE McDONALD i 
IN • i 
"MONTE CARLO" | 
"Home of Paramount Pictures" = 
| Sound Pictures All Week Adults 25c, Except Sunday I 
mi mini nun 
j£llllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!| 
1 LYDIA DARRAH CANDY SHOPS, Inc. | 
Mills Drug Co.—504 Center Ave. 
= VERA BEIL, Owner-Manager. M. S. T. C. Student = 
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS 
Plain Peanut Taffy—2 lbs. for 50c Kandy Korn—20c a Block 
All Chocolates—70c a Pound 
IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBi 
Hosiery Delight 
The habit of wearing Holeproof 
Hosiery means constant wardrobe 
delight. There is a Holeproof stock­
ing for every occasion and a Hole­
proof color sanctioned by Paris 
ihat complements the most artistic 
ensemble. 
H O L E P R O O F  
H O S I E R Y  
Moorhead, Minn. 
COLLEGE CLOTHES 
-for the-
COLLEGE MAN 
The new Fall Suits and Overcoats are here for your 
inspection. There is real Collegiate smartness, new 
authentic styles, together with the new Fall shades 
and at the right price, too. 
$24.75 to $34.50 
"EVERY INCH A CLOTHING STORE" 
October 10. 1930 THE MiSTiC 
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FACULTY MEMBER 
MAY HEAD ROTARY 
K I S E  A D D R E S S E S  L O C A L  C L U B  
- O N  W O R L D  C O U R T  P R O ­
C E D U R E  
Two members of the faculty had a 
part on the program of the Moorhead 
Rotary Club on Tuesday of this week 
when Mr. Bridges was proposed by 
the club as a candidate for governor 
of the ninth district, comprising Min­
nesota and North Dakota, and Mr. 
Kise addressed the body on the sub 
ject of the World Court. 
Mr. Bridges was put forward by 
T. O. Hannaher, local president, and 
after unanimous indorsement by the 
unit, several visiting Fargo Rotarians 
assured the president that their unit 
would also indorse the M.S. T. C. 
faculty member. Mr. Bridges has 
been president of the local unit in 
former years. 
Mr. Kise explained the formation 
and procedure of the World Court and 
indorsed It as a force in the right 
direction for the future elimination of 
war. W. L. Stockweli, Fargo, said 
about the talk, "I have learned more 
about the Court here today than I 
ever before knew or expected to learn 
without intensive study." 
Our Eastern Tour 
It was the summer of 1930, 
When the good old M. S. T. C. 
Sent out a class of extension, 
To see what they could see. 
At forty-live after mid-day 
In one hundred In the shade. 
We stood and had our pictures 
E'er our departure we gayly made. 
In a palatial Northland Greyhound, 
All done in red and green; 
With faithful Ole as driver, 
All the way we were very much 
seen. 
With Schwendie as head Geograph, 
And Johnny as general boss. 
And Christie along for the monkey 
shines, 
To cheer the bunch when cross. 
Now Aggie, our good chaperon, 
The gayest one of us all. 
Our seating places did dispense, 
And we humbly entered our stalls. 
Across good old "Minnesotay", 
Where there "bane" Swedes and 
corn, 
We soon reach Paul and Minnie's, 
While Ole honked the horn. 
Then on to the Dells of Wisconsin 
Our way we sped along. 
To view the fantastic shapes 
That stream had carved with a song. 
Speeding on to the City of "Chi" 
To browse in museum and park, 
Animals live and stuffed we saw; 
We most felt we were in the Ark. 
To the lovely city of Detroit 
To see Henry and his flivver; 
Of him we saw ne'er a trace: 
Kellogg was the cheerful giver. 
Over the plains of Canada. 
And on to Niagara Falls, 
Where that noblest of cataracts 
Did its best to please us all. 
Along Ontario's beautiful shores 
To the majestic St. Lawrence. 
Wandering through its thousands of 
isles; 
Its grandeur needed no warrants. 
To cosmopolitan Ottawa 
With its boulevards so fair; 
The wonderful Chimes of the Peace 
Tower, 
Whose music filled the air. 
On to gay, busy Montreal, 
Churches and shrines far and near, 
With saloons five hundred strong 
Dispensing four and four-tenths 
beer. 
By shimmering placid Lake Champ-
lain, 
Through Vermont's verdant hills 
and dales, 
By dairy farms and marble quarries 
Along the Wlnoski we wind the 
trail. 
White mountain's sentinels we see; 
How we do like their spicy air, 
The Great Stone Face! how it did 
thrill. 
Methought I could see Ernest there. 
On to dear historic Boston 
With avenues narrow and wide, 
The Commons, Frog Pond, all were 
there; 
And we viewed each one with pride. 
Little Rhody and Conn, so fair, 
The Merrimac flowing through; 
Cranberry bogs on the hook of Cape 
Cod, 
And tourist resorts not a few. 
New York's skyscrapers, roaring subs 
Our heads almost set in whirls, 
While we doled out our hard-earned 
dollars, 
And Liberty her torch unfurls. 
Atlantic City with its sandy beach 
Just another Coney Isle; 
Annapolis, Baltimore and the Y; 
Everywhere we were met with a 
smile. 
Washington and its monuments, 
Mt. Vernon, our country's shrine, 
Capitol, Library, and Museum; 
Arlington in peace reclines. 
Now Vi. and Hat. in the White House, 
Entranced by a prince in a frame, 
Heeded not the honk of the horn. 
And were left behind with the 
swain. 
Away to quaint little Frederick 
Where Barbara Fritchie of yore 
Flaunted the Star Spangled Banner 
From the attic over the store. 
Gettysburg with its series of hills. 
And markers everywhere, 
Touched our very hearts to the core 
For those who were slumbering 
there. 
Over the Appalachians, 
Winding up and down, 
Where many a city and hamlet 
Nestled at foot and crown. 
Pittsburg and gracious Fort Pitt 
Where we were royally treated; 
Sampling Heinz's 57; 
Such service! now, can you beat it? 
Marietta and Huntington, 
Along the beautiful Ohio; 
The funny room at Louisville; 
With laughter it made us cry. 
Down through Mamxioth Cave 
Our torches all alight, 
Through the Fat Man's Winding Way, 
And Echo came through all right. 
And now we are on our homeward 
way, 
Gay with laughter and song 
As Ole, our faithful driver, 
Sends his bus along. 
Thanks for your guidance, good 
Schwendie, 
And Christie for your cheer, 
We will not forget the Eastern Tour 
For many and many a year. 
—Mathilda M. Beck. 
«-
<S-
Affiliated Schools 
-<s> 
With the closing of the six-week 
period of the first quarter, the follow­
ing students will leave on Sunday to 
do their student teaching in the rural 
schools affiliated; Sunnyside—Feme 
Olson, Clitherall, and Elda Lewis, 
Hawley; Clearview — Melba Barton, 
Gary, and Clarice Anderson, Hawley; 
Helen Mahoney and Kathryn Feyerei-
sen, both of Perham; Oak Mound— 
Shirley Morrill, Clinton; Emily Juv-
land, Battle Lake; Clara Engel, Fra-
zee; Clara Peterson, Hitterdal; River­
side—Louise Witt, Campbell; Aurlette 
Thompson, Pelican Rapids; Gunder-
son—Beulah Homstad, Hallock; Es­
ther Gustafson, Menahga; Grover— 
Lucile Sands, Alvarado; Avis Soren-
son, Plummer. 
• * * 
As a guest of Miss Bieri and Miss 
Owens, Miss Flora Trites, a worker 
in Rural Education, spent the week­
end in Moorhead. 
Miss Trites is a former instructor 
at the College, having been supervisor 
of student teaching here at one time. 
She is conducting teachers' institute 
at Ada this week. 
* * * 
On Wednesday and Thursday of 
this week Mr. O. S. Snarr, director of 
the teacher training department of the 
Mankato Teachers College, visited 
here for the purpose of studying the 
methods of training teachers. He 
made visits to the Training School 
and observed classes at Glyndon and 
the rural schools affiliated with the 
College. 
EXCUSE EDICTS 
ARE GIVEN OUT 
With the routine of school life well 
established and in order to preserve 
that harmony which is essential to its 
continuance, certain rules regarding 
absence, withdrawals, tardiness, and 
such delinquencies have been formu­
lated. 
These rules, somewhat changed 
from last year, are listed below for 
the benefit of all students. 
E x c u s e s . —A student who is absent 
for some legitimate reason may pro­
cure an endorsed excuse from the 
dean of men or the dean of women. 
Such excuse must be presented to the 
instructor at the time of or before 
the third class period after the stiq 
dent again enters class. Failure to 
do so renders the excuse void. It is 
reasonable for instructors to give to 
students who bring valid excuses an 
opportunity to make up the work lost. 
The student will leave the excuse 
blank with the instructor. 
P r e a r r a n g e d  A b s e n c e s .  — Absences 
of student groups who are to take 
part in some college activity—debate, 
athletics, music, etc., will be reported 
to the instructors. Faculty sponsors 
for the different activities, the dean 
of men, and tfie dean of women will 
assume this responsibility. 
The Training School 
-4> 
<$-
Miss Georgina Lommen, director of 
the Training School, left Thursday 
morning for Candy to be the speaker 
at their P. T. A. En route to Candy 
and back she visited our former grad­
uates now in the field. 
* * * 
Miss Harter, primary supervisor of 
the Valley City Teachers College 
Training School, spent last Monday 
visiting our primary department. 
* * * 
The sophomores have finished a 
unit on the short story and begun a 
comparison of romance and realism 
and are reading Quentin Durward and 
will contrast it with Silas Marner. 
* * » 
The high school girls' gymnasium 
qijtfits have arrived and they are all 
dressed in a pretty green. 
* » * 
The Kindergarten department with 
an enrollment of thirty-eight children 
is in charge of the following student 
teachers: Marian Endreson, Wheat-
ou; Hazel Green, Battle Lake; Signe 
Haukebo, Underwood; Clarabelle 
Huse, Campbell; Harriet Pederson, 
Comstock; and Gladys Turnblad, De­
troit Lakes. 
Oak Mound Pep Club 
Elects Ten to Office 
Miss Elma Karlstrom, who taught 
at Oak Mound school the past two 
years, was a visitor there during the 
week-end. She came for the Com­
munity meeting on Friday evening 
from Rustad, where she is now teach­
ing. 
A meeting of the Pep Club was 
held on Monday morning, September 
29, and the following officers were 
elected: Pep Club officers—Evelyn 
Ellingson, president; Vivian Elling-
son, vice-president; Ethel Touring, 
Treasurer; Morris Nelson, sergeant-
at-arms; Evelyn Alhbon, librarian. 
The Student Council officers are: fifth 
grade, Morris Nelson; sixth grade, 
Bessie Rehn; seventh grade, Cora 
Stensland; eighth grade, Ellen Koppe-
rud; and ninth grade, Amy Nelson. 
The officers elected in charge of the 
Junior Red Cross are: fifth grade, 
Homer Fobes; sixth grade, Elof Nel­
son; seventh grade, Cora Stensland; 
eighth grade, Evelyn Ellingson, and 
ninth grade, Pearl Boulton. 
Services for Mother 
of Miss Frick Held 
STRUB'S™ 
G R O C E R I E S  a n d  S T A T I O N E R Y  
I C E  C R E A M  a n d  C A N D Y  
213 EIGHTH ST. S. 
COMSTOCK TAXI 
Phone 1717 Phc 
Office: Comstock Hotel 
Rates: 25 cents 1st mile 
10 cents each additional 
one-half mile. 
No Charge for Extra Passengers ! 
Funeral services for the mother of 
Miss Frick, physical education in­
structor, were held September 30, at 
Indianapolis, Ind. Mrs. Fricfk died in 
a swoon after an anaesthetic given 
following an auto accident. 
When Miss Frick was called to her 
home in Indianapolis, she only knew 
that her mother had died. Her father 
was also in the car at the time of the 
accident but was not seriously hurt. 
Miss Frick returned to the College 
Monday. 
The College extends most sincere 
sympathy to Miss Frick. 
You are invited to call at 
MACKALL'S 
D R U G  S T O R E  
510 Center Avenue 
Moorhead Minnesota 
For anything you need in the 
line of Drugs, Toiletries, Per­
fume, Books & Stationery. 
Friendly Welcome - Efficient Service 
FOR MOTHER'S KIND OF COOKING 
eat at the 
B l u e b i r d  C o f f e e  S h o p  
E. M. Peterson L. A. Benson 
618-Center Ave., Moorhead, Minnesota 
HELP US TO HELP OTHERS 
CALL US NOW 
PHONE 
1109 
218 Front Street, Fargo 
"It Pays to Look Well" 
Quality Work at 
LARSON & J ACOBSON'S 
BARBER SHOP 
Center Ave. at 7th St. Moorhead 
lljlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
h We Rebuild Your Old Shoes = 
f SO THEY LOOK LIKE NEW | 
| Thon Shoe Hospital | 
Moorhead, Minn. 
"GET A SHINE" 
iiiii inn in mum 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS 
Appreciate the Value of a Bank 
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS appreciate the value of a 
banking connection. Why not take advantage of the com­
plete facilities in this strong institution while you are a 
student in the State Teachers College? The financial ser­
vices of this bank, strengthened by our affiliation with the 
Northwest Bapcorporation, make an account with us a valu­
able asset wherever you may locate in the Northwest. 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
MOORHEAD—MINNESOTA 
Affiliated with Northwest Bancorporation 
Combined Resources Over $485,000,000 
Comstock Beauty Parlor & Barber Shop 
If your hair is not becoming to you, you better 
be coming to us. 
Phone 3593 W. 
In M. S. T. C. Folks Always Think of Briggs 
When They Think of Flowers. 
BRIGGS FLORAL COMPANY 
CALL AND SEE OR PHONE US 
Moorhead, Minn, Phone 762 
CHIC HATS FOR FALL 
Hats for campus, street, 
and afternoon wear are 
here for your choosing. 
Jaunty, stunning styles 
in toques, cushion brims, 
irregular sides, and off-
t h e - f a c e  m o d e l s .  T h e  
colors are brown, cricket, 
wine, and the ever popu­
lar black. Materials are 
velvet, felt, chenille, and 
suede — all sizes. 
$5.00 
D E JC A T 
PATTERN HATS 
You will also like the two new Pattern Hat vogues. 
Each has an individual style, revealing the master-
craftsmen art in no uncertain terms — the season's 
newest Hats — in newest materials and colors. You'll 
love these for they have such chic. 
Specially priced at $7.50 
Fancy Hal Box FREE With Every Purchase 
FARGO 
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NOW PLAYING-
FARGO 
W THEATRE 
JOHN BARRYMORE 
—i n— 
WARNER BROTHERS 
All Talking Melodrama 
"MOBY DICK" 
- COMING -
Jeanette McDonald 
—in— 
"MONTE CARLO" 
Monday, Oct. 13 
TODAY AND SATURDAY 
"NUMBERED MEN" 
with 
Conrad Nagel—Bernice Claire 
And Chapter One of 
"The Indians Are Coming" 
DRAGONS SMOTHER 
VALLEY CITY, 47-0 
SMASHING LINE PLUNGES, WILY 
PASSES AND SPEEDY END 
RUNS NET 7 TALLIES 
A fighting, ripping Dragon team 
leapt upon the Vikings from Valley 
City Teachers College and smothered 
them under a 47-0 score, in the game 
played on Memorial Field last Satur­
day. The Dragons scored mainly 
through straight football, but mixed 
in enough deception by way of passes 
and end runs to keep the Vikings 
guessing what would be the next 
move. The outcome of this game was 
closely watched in this section, be­
cause it marked the opening of the 
Interstate Athletic Conference season. 
By defeating the Vikings so decisive­
ly, the Dragons have clearly estab­
lished themselves as strong contend­
ers for another conference champion­
ship. 
Hardly a minute after the opening 
whistle, Ingersoll skirted the Viking 
left end, and aided by splendid inter­
ference, ran 70 yards for a touchdown. 
From that time on it seemed evident 
that the Crimson Dragons were not to 
be stopped short of a large score. Six 
backs alternated in carrying the ball, 
with the line functioning well both on 
offense and defense, and before the 
game was over, 27 M. S. T. C. men had 
seen service. 
Teamwork Shown. 
L. Davis, Ingersoll, and R. Chris-
tlnnson featured the running attack 
of the Dragons, brilliantly directed by 
Captain Gilpin, quarterback. In the 
line it is almost as hard to select the 
stars of the game, but McAllister, 
Bielfeldt, Ireland, and Moberg, play­
ing through most of the game, gave 
an excellent account of themselves. 
McCrady of Valley City was the Vik­
ing threat. Nothing short of co-ordi­
nated teamwork can explain the way 
the Dragons swept down the field, 
however, and each Dragon shared in 
the glory of the victory. 
Bielfeldt received the Vikings open­
ing kickoff and returned the ball to 
the 20-yard line. After two line 
smashes, Ingersoll skirted left end 
for a spectacular 75-yard run for a 
touchdown behind perfect interfer­
ence. A pass, Ingersoll to Ireland, 
gave the Dragons the extra point. 
Davis Stars in Game. 
After fighting on even terms for a 
while they started another march 
down the field, featured by some 
heavy line plunging by Krajeck and 
some shifty plays by Lyman Davis in 
which he made two end runs of 14 
and 30 yards behind excellent inter­
ference to pat the oval on the three-
yard line. By squirming through 
right tackle, L. Davis got his first 
touchdown of the game. Krajeck's 
place-kick was low. Score: Dragons 
13, Vikings 0. 
After another drive of 25 yards the 
Dragons lost the ball on downs. Gain­
ing possession of the ball on the Vik­
ing 28-yard line the Dragons started 
a passing attack which netted them 
33 yards. Ingersoll tossed two nice 
passes, and Ireland did the receiving. 
Captain Gilpin made some good gains 
on hidden ball and reverse plays as 
the quarter ended with eight yards to 
go for a touchdown. 
Christianson Makes Tally. 
As the second quarter began, Chris­
tianson smashed through right guard 
for a touchdown. His drop-kick was 
wide making the score 19-0. 
After an exchange of punts, in 
which Clavasdetcher fumbled Inger-
soll's punt, and Bielfeldt made a spec­
tacular recovery of the ball for Moor-
head on the Vikings' 30-yard line, 
where Moorhead lost the ball on a 
fumble. Valley lost the ball when a 
pass was intercepted by the Dragons 
on Valley's 20-yard line. Rutz Chris­
tianson caught a pass standing on the 
KNOW THE PLAYERS 
Knowing that it is difficult 
to recognize some of the foot­
ball players on the field when 
they are in action, The MiSTiC 
has prepared this list for you. 
Cut it out and take it to the 
game with you tomorrow and 
to every home game this sea­
son. Use the list at the game 
tomorrow and don't ask your 
neighbor "Who is that running 
with the ball?" Tell them your­
self. Here is the list of play­
ers and their respective num­
bers: 
R. Ireland—le 3 
C. Gilpin—qb 4 
A. Kimm—rg 9 
H. Moberg—c 11 
H. Krajeck—fb 15 
L. Davis—Ih 17 
C. Bielfeldt—re 25 
A. Simson—rt 26 
J. Ingersoll—rh 27 
O. Nelson—It .29 
C. McAllister—Ig 22 
A. Hanson—1, M. Bennett—5, 
R. Christianson—6, J. Blaine— 
7, Reynald Christensen—8, H. 
Booher—12, V. Anderson—14, 
O. Richardson—16, J. Krajeck 
—18, M. Christianson—19, O. 
Dahl—21, E. Eininger—24, W. 
Bailey—28, W. Davis—30. 
Four Teams to Clash 
In Hockey Tournament 
Teams captained by Irene Lehman, 
Sarah Chaffee, Gladys Casey, and 
Ruth Aamodt will meet next week in 
a series of games to determine the 
women's hockey championship of the 
College. These four teams represent 
the four physical education classes, 
each of which selected its team by 
elimination contests which have been 
staged during the past week. 
Following the conclusion of this 
tournament, kickball will become the 
center of activity, a similar contest 
being planned for a later date. 
goal lineTor the Dragons' fourth coun­
ter. Vic Anderson made the extra 
point with a brilliant end run, .the 
half ending 26-0. 
26 Point Lead at Half. 
Even with a 26 point lead at the 
half, the Dragons showed no mercy 
to the North Dakotans, as they march­
ed down the field for another touch­
down, scored by Herman Krajeck, 
fullback. Tonnie Davis scored his 
second touchdown after two runs of 
20 yards each. At this point, the 
Dragon reserves bagan to enter the 
game, however no noticeable weak­
ness took place as Rutz Christianson 
scored his third touchdown late in the 
quarter to end the Dragons' scoring. 
Another Dragon assault was checked 
when Vic Anderson was stopped a 
short distance from the Viking goal. 
All of the Dragon reserves took part 
in the game, thus gaining valuable ex­
perience. 
The summary: 
Moorhcnd 
Bielfeldt 
Simson 
Christeosen 
Moberg 
McAllister 
Nelson 
Ireland 
Gilpin 
Ingersoll 
Davis 
H. Krajeck 
LE 
LT 
LG 
C 
RG 
RT 
RE 
QB 
LH 
RH 
FB 
Valley City 
Sheehan 
Carlson 
Fritch 
Southall 
Watson 
H. McCrady 
Ferguson 
Murdock 
Engbert 
Clavasdetcher 
Metcalf 
Substitutions: M. S. T. C.—Bailey for 
Kimm; Anderson for Gilpin; M. Chris­
tianson for Krajeck; Dahl for L. Da­
vis; Booher for Ireland; Richardson for 
Simson; Krajeck for Dahl; Eininger 
for Kimm; Ruegamer for M. Chris­
tianson; Davis for Krajeck; Benhett 
for L. Davis; Bailey for McAllister; W. 
Davis for Bailey. Valley City — Bill 
McCrady for Ferguson; Hammell for 
Murdock; Sundstrom for Fritch; Eber-
ly for Metcalf; Metcalf for W. Mc­
Crady. 
Officials—Buck Thompson, referee; 
Charlie Kimball, umpire; Jim Garrity, 
headlinesman. 
ALUMNI DINNER 
Saturday, November 7—6:00 P. M. 
Comstock Dining Hall 
To Louise Murray, 
c/o M. S. T. C. 
Please reserve 
Dinner. Year of graduation. 
plates for me at the Alumni 
Signed 
The Dragons' Spotlight 
Minot Teachers College "Beavers" 
defeated the Bottineau, N. D., School 
of Forestry at Minot last Saturday by 
a score of 14-0. The Beavers are the 
opposition for the Dragons here at 
Memorial Field, October 25. ,  . . .  
Bemidji State Teachers College, 
whom the Dragons defeated two 
weeks ago by a 33-0 score, again suf­
fered defeat at the hands of the St. 
Cloud Teachers College team, the 
score being 26-6. 
» * » 
Just how much comparative scores 
are good for may be seen after the 
Dragon-Cobber clash. The Cobbers 
defeated the Vikings two weeks ago 
by a 20-0 score while the Dragons 
trampled the North Dakotans under a 
47-0 score. . . .  
Another "Hank" from Manhattan is 
Henry Booher. "Hanlf" won his let­
ter last year as an end and is figured 
as a repeater this season. 
« • * 
Bill Davis of Frazee is a utility man 
on the squad, having played in most 
of the positions at one time or other. 
Last season he started at fullback, but 
was shifted to center, the post he is 
out for again this year. . . .  
Walter "Bud" Fogel of Dilworth is 
another end candidate, the post at 
which he made his letter last year. 
He is a hard worker and will undoubt­
edly see service again this season. 
• * • 
Ross "Monk" Ireland of Detroit 
Lakes, who won a letter in 1928, is 
back again to claim an end post. 
"Monk" is a scrappy man and is rated 
as an outstanding candidate. . . .  
The freshmen candidates are caus­
ing the veterans more than a little 
worry this year. Chief among them 
are: 
Jim Krajeck of Wheaton, a tackle 
candidate. Jim is big and rough, as 
many of his opponents in scrimmage 
will testify, which gratifies the heart 
of the coach. 
* * * 
Clarence McAllister of Park Rapids 
is another member of the Dragons' 
wrecking crew. "Mac" plays a guard 
position and does it well. 
* * * 
Alex Kimm is another gridder from 
Moorhead High School, where he 
played a tackle position. This year 
he has been used in the guard, tackle, 
and center posts, so his exact loca­
tion is not fixed, but if the old adage 
that "one can't keep a good man 
down" is true, then you can expect to 
see Alex somewhere in the lineup. 
Hi Gridders Defeat 
Spud Reserves, 18-0 
Unleashing surprising deception 
and drive, the Blue and Gold College 
High School football team swept to 
an 18 to 0 victory over the Moorhead 
High reserves on Memorial Field last 
Friday. Mixing end runs with line 
smashing and deceptive passes, the 
light but hard fighting College eleva» 
kept the ball continually in their op­
ponents' territory. Vowles carried a 
pass to the two-yard line and Bjerk-
ness plunged over the line for the 
first touchdown. Line plunges and 
end runs by Bjerkness, Vowles, and 
Elstad, counted the remaining touch­
downs for the College High. 
Julien Bjerkness was the sensation 
of the game, breaking through the 
line and skirting the ends to keep his 
team continually on the offensive. 
The ball carrying of Captain Harris 
Vowles and the sparkling line play of 
Earl Martin, tackle, were other bright 
spots in the day's battle. Making up 
the rest of the winning team were 
Bertholf, quarterback: Elstad, half­
back: Grina, center; Briggs and 
Price, guards: Adams, tackle; and 
Olson, Engelstad, and Moris Martin, 
ends. 
THOMAN—HANSON 
The marriage of Miss Olga Hanson 
of Fergus Falls, to Mr. Ira C. Thoman 
of Cle Elum, Wash., took place Sep­
tember 26. Mrs. Thoman is a gradu­
ate of M. S. T. C„ class of '27, and a 
member of the Gamma Nu sorority. 
She taught school for four years in 
Minnesota and one in Cle Elum, 
Wash. The groom is a graduate of 
the University of Washington. They 
will make their home in Cle Elum, 
where Mr. Thoman is the head of the 
science department of the high school. 
ODEGAARD—HENNING 
Miss Gertrude Henning, '27, was 
married to William Odegaard, Wol-
verton, on Sunday, October 5, at the 
United Lutheran Church in Henning 
with Rev. T. L. Drage officiating. 
Mrs. Odegaard taught in the Com­
stock consolidated school for the past 
three years. 
Correction. 
The story concerning excuses on 
page 5 should read that the faculty 
member will decide in each case as to 
the arrangements concerning work 
missed. 
He that tholes (endures) over­
comes.—Scotch. 
Bootleggers are using their favorite 
receptacle the fruit jar, with the ac­
cent on the jar. 
A Compliment 
y o u  m e a n . . .  
and she'll accept! 
"T" iIE most gracious com-
' pliment you can pay a 
woman is to present her 
with a fine, accurate wrist 
watch. She'll use it a hun­
dred times a day. To cook 
by. To reach social en­
gagements on time. To 
keep appointments. Such 
a watch is Hamilton, 
known for years as the 
watch of railroad accur­
acy. See our new Hamil­
ton pocket and wrist 
watches. S50 to $685. 
The BRIARCLIFFE WRIST WATCH 
by Hamilton 
MARTINSON'S 
JEWELERS 
Moorhead—41 h & Center 
Call 966 for 
PA RT IC R 
CLEANERS 
PARTICULAR PEOPLE 
_BONVALIZE 
Comer 1st Ave. and 10th St. So., Moorhead, Minn. 
BILL ROBINSON - college agent 
See the 
DRAGON - COBBER GAME 
Saturday - MEMORIAL FIELD 
2:30 P. M. 
Admission $1.00 or Activity Ticket 
